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Web 

Intelligence 

 

Adding new data elements using Assign Data in a Cross Tab report 

Description: 

While adding a new data element to a Cross Tab report, the report formatting changes when you 

add the data element by accessing the table context menu through ‘Assign Data’ in the table. 

When you drag and drop a dimension column to the cross-tab report from the available objects, 

this tabular format report changes especially on the total columns at the right end do not occur. 

Sample Report:  

B0201 report in folder location PT: Leave Quotas 

How to identify the known issue: 

 

1. Run the report B0201 or any other Cross Tab reports. 

2. Enter the mandatory prompts and optional prompts (if needed) and run the report. 
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3. Drag a column (say Position) to the report from available objects and refresh the report. 

4. Check if there are any changes to the report format. Most likely there won’t be any 

formatting change except the new data element added to the report. 

 

 

5. Choose the context menu option ‘Assign Data’ from the Document Structure and Filters 

side bar to add a new data element (Position County) to the report. 
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6. Click on the + sign next the last element in the Rows. 

 

7. Pick Employee Group from the dropdown and click OK. 
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8. You will notice the report formatting has changed. 
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9. Refreshing the report will also result in the same. 

Conclusion:  

This is a known issue and it requires manual reformatting to get the report back on proper 

format when the data elements are added thru Assign Data context menu. 


